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Résumé : L’expression du martyre et de la souffrance a marqué et défini le mouvement de réforme qui a eu lieu en France au seizième siècle. Ce langage a servi à unir la collectivité, à réécrire et à réinterpréter l’histoire et à former la mémoire collective. Mais si le martyre a valorisé la collectivité, le nicodémisme l’a minée. Cette étude soutient que pour saisir la controverse nicodémiste, il faut l’examiner sous l’angle du martyre. D’ailleurs, dans les textes antinicodémites, qui manifestent clairement cette rhétorique, on retrouve le vocabulaire, les images et les symboles du martyre.

In the prefatory epistle to his 1563 martyrology, Antoine de la Roche Chandieu told his readers that within the pages of his work,

Some will recognize here the brothers and comrades who were torn from their company to be cruelly put to death: wives will find their husbands here, fathers their children, and children their fathers, tortured and murdered on account of the word of God. Others will see here the time of their imprisonment or of what followed. Others will hear here of their losses, the theft of their possessions, and the desolation of their families.¹

In acknowledging these connections, Chandieu drew his readers into the realm of the martyrs, creating bonds between the living and the dead, merging all those who were persecuted into a community. The readers recognized their own world within the various accounts and identified in some way with the martyrs’ experiences. Such a connection reinforced the idea that all followers of the Reformed faith suffered for and were bound by a common cause: loyalty to the “word of God.”

The persecution in France generated two major martyrologies: Antoine de la Roche Chandieu’s Histoires de Persécutions, et Martyrs de
l’Église de Paris, depuis l’An 1557, jusques au temps du Roy Charles neufvièmes (Lyon, 1563), and Jean Crespin’s Livre des martyrs (1554). While these collections held the martyrs as examples of correct behavior in the face of persecution, they also described the persecution and ensuing martyrdoms as evidence of God’s favour and aid. Within the pages of the martyrologies, the martyrs’ faithfulness served to edify the community. But most importantly, the martyrs’ public professions of faith, which displayed their convictions above all worldly ties, strengthened and emboldened the “cause” and the new community in its struggle to survive and grow.

Just as the martyrs performed these services, drawing together and embodying this community of suffering, the Nicodemite undermined it. Theodore Beza described the phenomenon of Nicodemism as a result of the persecution:

At this time also there were some persons in France, who, having fallen away at first from fear of persecution, had afterwards begun to be satisfied with their conduct as to deny that there was any sin in giving bodily attendance on Popish rites, provided their minds were devoted to true religion. . . . The consequence was that from that time, the name of Nicodemite was applied to those who pretended to find a sanction for their misconduct in the example of that most holy man Nicodemus. ²

The Nicodemite, then, was the antithesis of the martyr. As the French crown stepped up its persecution of the Huguenots after 1540, the issues of martyrdom and Nicodemism became prominent topics in the works of many reformers.

In the writings of Jean Calvin and Pierre Viret, the Nicodemite and the martyr were juxtaposed. Whereas the martyr was praised as a mirror in which the faithful saw amplifications of their own suffering as well as the triumph of God’s cause, the Nicodemite was excoriated as a saboteur. The Nicodemite, then, was a type of anti-martyr whose actions subverted rather than supported, disheartened rather than consoled. The Nicodemite remained silent while others testified, clinging to earthly pleasures and fears rather than transcending them and fulfilling the responsibility to God. Thus, not only was the Huguenot community threatened without by persecution from the state and popular violence, but it was also, according to some reformers, threatened from within by the “perfidious” Nicodemites. ³

This article examines how the general rhetoric of martyrdom, and its expression in the anti-Nicodemite texts, functioned to create and support a communal identity for the Huguenots prior to the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacres of 1572. It also investigates how the issue of Nicodemism, as it
was treated by the leaders of the religious reform movement, especially Calvin and Viret, reveals more than a concern for the fate of individual souls. The spiritual health and cohesion of the community was at stake. Thus they infused a type of social consciousness into the choices confronting the Huguenots in France.

The debate over Nicodemism is multifaceted. The purpose of this essay is not to analyze the level of Nicodemism in the Huguenot community, or its origins, or the varying attitudes of reformers, or even the response of the community to the reformers, all of which have been the focal points of previous studies. While the history of Nicodemism has been addressed by many historians, the positioning of the anti-Nicodemite discourses within the larger rhetoric of martyrdom has been glossed over or neglected. Most historians have done the opposite, placing the rhetoric of martyrdom within the anti-Nicodemite discourse. This has had the effect of taking Nicodemism out of the larger context of the literature of persecution, and isolating the Nicodemite from its counterpart, the martyr. This study argues that to understand the Nicodemite controversy, it must be placed within the larger rhetoric of martyrdom. While some of the analyses describe the option or representation of martyrdom in the discourses, they do not look at the ways in which the anti-Nicodemite texts use some of the same language, symbols, and images of the larger rhetoric of martyrdom, and indeed are vivid manifestations of this rhetoric.

Instead, by examining the links between the anti-Nicodemite discourse, community building or defending, and the general rhetoric of martyrdom, this essay addresses an aspect of the Nicodemite controversy that has been overlooked by many of the historians who have approached the subject. For example, though William Bouwsma touches on the connections when he notes that “His [Calvin’s] insistence on the church as a functioning community was closely related to his rejection of what he called ‘Nicodemism’. . . .” his analysis goes no farther. Other authors discuss the connections between rhetoric of martyrdom and the anti-Nicodemite literature. Peter Matheson’s insightful article analyzes the reformers’ varying degrees of advocating martyrdom vis-à-vis Nicodemism in building and defending the Church. However, Matheson’s discussion neglects the prominent role that the rhetoric of martyrdom plays in defending the Church or community against Nicodemism. Carlos Eire’s War Against the Idols alludes to the threat Nicodemism posed to the Protestant cause (i.e. community), but martyrdom appears tangential to his analysis, relegated to being one possible repercussion of “steadfastness: the other alternative.”
In a different approach, a comprehensive and comparative treatment of the martyrologies, Brad Gregory rejects a linkage between anti-Nicodemism and martyrdom in the minds of the Huguenots as not being “part of a collective Protestant mentalité.” I agree that there was much resistance to Calvin’s seemingly unrealistic demands and that many would abjure when pressured. The lack of constancy, however, does not preclude recognition on the part of the Huguenots of a connection between anti-Nicodemism and martyrdom. In other words, to choose a more pragmatic faith is not to reveal a lack of awareness or a complete rejection of martyrdom. It only illustrates an inability or unwillingness to embrace such an extreme sacrifice.

The martyrologists and reformers, Calvin most notably, describe martyrdom as an election—a gift and ability granted by God—and not possible for everyone. Martyrdom was not advocated for all. And while martyrs were anti-Nicodemites, anti-Nicodemism was not necessarily a whole-hearted embrace of martyrdom. Martyrdom was an ideal: the act of the martyr was not for everyone, but all could attempt to embrace or incorporate the qualities described by the martyrological accounts and not be a Nicodemite. Herein lies the linkage. Not only was the connection in the literature, in examples placed directly in front of the faithful, but in all likelihood this linkage caused great discomfort. Hence, the desire to see and embrace areas of grey does not preclude the association of martyrdom with anti-Nicodemism in the mind-set of the Huguenot. The two issues were intrinsically linked through the rhetoric of martyrdom that pervaded most aspects of literature aimed at the persecuted French Protestants.

This serves to highlight a more important difference in approach between Gregory and myself. Whereas Gregory emphasizes the importance of the individual conscience in the choice to embrace martyrdom, I would argue that the communal component of martyrdom is just as important in terms of the aims of the martyr. For example, as discussed below, the letters written by the martyrs reveal a recognition that their sacrifice did not simply serve God but served the community of the faithful as well. Indeed, the community should share in the experience of the martyr. Many martyrs specifically stated that the purpose of their letters (including accounts of their interrogations and imprisonment) was for the “edification” and “consolation” of their brethren. One martyr went so far as to state in a letter that “I say Our [emphasis his] captivity, because you come to feel mine and I yours: for all good and bad are common among brothers.” The frequency with which the martyrs asked family members and friends to publicize their letters also reflects the communal concern and responsibility felt by the martyrs. The martyrs saw themselves not only as creatures
of God, but as instruments for the community in the sense that they (through their acts and words) provided consolation, edification, and inspiration to the faithful; in other words their responsibility was to God but also to the community.

The creation of the Huguenot community and communal identity were intrinsically tied to the shared experience of persecution and suffering. Thus the perceived threat to the community by those who undermined this identity by avoiding or advocating avoidance of this experience should be recognized. It was the rhetoric of martyrdom that forwarded this interpretation of community in its profoundest expression. Just as the advocacy of martyrdom as the ideal model and source of edification (and even augmentation) for the faithful is a sub-current in the anti-Nicodemite texts, so is the recognition of the particular threat posed by the Nicodemites.

**Creation of Community: Suffering, Sacrifice, and Faith**

At the heart of the effort to define and defend the increasingly besieged Huguenot community, post-1540, was the rhetoric of martyrdom. Just as religious persecution underwent a large scale renaissance with the advent of the Reformation, so did martyrdom and its accompanying forms of the literary genre of martyrology and general rhetoric of martyrdom. This rhetoric employed many of the same images used by ante-Nicean fathers Origen and Tertullian, such as the martyr as champion or warrior of God, and the martyr as an imitator of Christ and inheritor of his suffering. Their language of sacrifice as well as that of disdain for the worldly found resonance once again in the situation confronting the Huguenots. Origen especially reminded his readers that every earthly tie—be it wealth or family—must be hated and rejected in favour of upholding God’s truth. This sacrifice, as described by both fathers, would be rewarded hundredfold in the kingdom of God. Once cited by Origen and Tertullian as a clarion call for martyrdom, Matthew 10:37–39 found champions once again among the Protestant reformers and martyrologists. It was this rhetoric that would be rediscovered and employed once again in the struggle against persecution.

The language and imagery of martyrdom, however, were not confined to the martyrologies. Along with the compilations of Chandieu and Crespin, numerous pamphlets were produced from both theological and political perspectives utilizing a rhetoric of martyrdom, including the anti-Nicodemite texts. While not always referential to the martyrs, the language and symbolism found in these pamphlets nevertheless fostered the same values embodied by the martyrs: sacrifice, suffering, constancy,
responsibility to both God and the community of the faithful, and the primacy of the soul over the flesh. The rhetoric served to console and unite the faithful, and at the same time it defined their world view vis-à-vis persecution.

As a way of both defining and defending the purity of the community, multiple treatises and sermons were produced by reformers, especially from the 1540s through the 1560s, advising “the faithful man” [“l’homme fidèle”] how to live virtuously among the “papists” and castigating idolatry as an “infection” or “pollution.” Understandably, pollution by idolatry is a prominent theme in these prescriptive and defensive works attacking the rituals of the Catholic Church. Reformed writers, like the Catholic polemicists, spoke of the threat of divine communal retribution if idolatry was tolerated. Reformers recognized the communal repercussions of both abstention from or participation in these rituals. For example, Calvin wrote, “Nothing is more infectious than association with the ungodly . . . especially when there is danger of idolatry.” In another example, in his _Petit Traité monstrant que c’est doit faire un homme fidèle_, Calvin used the instance of the death of a father, neighbour, or friend to argue against performing acts of idolatry. He pointed out the sinfulness of appearing to pray for the soul of the deceased; of going along with the others to do so. Even more so, it would be wrong, and here he used the example of a deceased family member such as a wife or father, to pay for a mass. In using these examples, Calvin was referring to the traditional bonds within a community and the traditional mechanisms by which these bonds are expressed. Abstention from the offending idolatry in these instances threatened that community. And by using such examples, Calvin aimed at the heart of the issue: a faithful man must break with the old community, including family, if it supports idolatry.

With the destruction of traditional ties came an effort to establish a new community based on a different collective self-consciousness and according to the needs and requirements of the new faith. The anti-Nicodemite works of Calvin and other reformers offered the blueprint for this new community, one untainted by idolatry and that would correctly worship together the true word of God. While the old institutions of Catholicism that expressed and supported community were to be excised from the new community, the survival and solidarity of the group still depended on outward expressions of faith. Though theologically it was the individual’s relationship to God and not reliance upon ritual or outward acts that defined the path to salvation, Calvin and others expended much ink on the importance of outward expressions. The predominance of the invisible Church of Luther had for the most part given way in Calvin’s thought to the visible
Many reformers encouraged and insisted upon attendance at assemblies where sermons were given, the Lord’s Supper reenacted, and psalms sung.

On a more rhetorical level, Calvinist reformers often cited Matthew 10:37–39. Hence, the new community was based not only upon a shared religion but also upon a rhetoric of sacrifice and responsibility to God. A cornerstone in this building effort was the issue of martyrdom. While martyrdom has been described as “an assertion of individuality against the family and community,” this argument fails to identify the community which the martyr reaffirms, edifies, consoles, and bonds together through his suffering and example. While it applies to the former connections of the martyr, it overlooks the communally creative aspect of the rhetoric of martyrdom.

On an ecclesiastical and social level, the notion of “congregation” linked the Huguenot community. However, during the years prior to the outbreak of the civil wars, from the late 1530s through the late 1550s, the identity of the “community of suffering” served to bond the community on a psychological level. The “suffering of the faithful” became a description that occurred in almost every sermon, treatise, or pamphlet written by a Reformed hand. At the heart of this reference was the dictum found in Crespin’s prefatory Epistle, that “Among the signs by which the true Church of God is known, it has been one of the principal ones, that she has always endured the attacks of persecution.” Suffering marked them as God’s chosen, thus legitimating the “cause.” And it was here that the martyrologies and martyrological narratives functioned best.

The purpose of the martyrologies and martyrological narratives was not simply to recount individual martyrdoms; much more broadly, their aim was to respond to the needs of a fledgling community struggling for their existence and sense of identity. A particularly important expression of this can be found within the martyrological accounts: the letters written by imprisoned martyrs and sent to individuals or particular churches with the expressed purpose of wider dissemination. These and many other open letters to the Church reflect the awareness of the martyrs that their experience was not simply their own, but should be the spiritual “property” of the community in general. This suggests the perception that the road to martyrdom should not be travelled alone, but shared and benefitted from by all. For example, martyr Pierre Bergier (d. 1562), in a letter to his wife, instructed her to gather all his correspondence: “You will be able to distribute the said letters to many people so that the Church may gather a greater harvest from them.” Another example is found in the account of martyr Richard Le Fevre (d. 1564). Crespin, as editor, provided a brief
introduction to Le Fevre’s letters, stating, “We have published his letters here so as to share them with all of the faithful.” In one of these letters Le Fevre alluded to the reason for sending along information about his interrogation: “I shall report some of it, assuming that you don’t ask for it out of curiosity but only for the building of the Church.” The martyrs’ experiences, as they themselves perceived it, consoled, encouraged, and educated their audience—the entire community of believers, whose faith marked them as God’s chosen.

In the formation of the new community, the martyrology fulfilled the role of a depository for the memories of its community—the memories of persecution and victory that helped shape its identity. Even more so, the martyrology served to define and shape the collective experience. It “furnished that sense of solidarity which is the prime essential of maintaining a group consciousness which has recently been achieved but which is in danger of disintegration.” Part of this group consciousness was the construction of the idea of a shared past, both recent and ancient, that reinforced the legitimacy of the movement. The martyrologies, then, were created as histories functioning in the same way as Eusebius’s Ecclesiastical History, tracing the foundations of the church that were built with the blood of the “righteous.” These histories identified the Protestants as God’s chosen ones. They were part of a continuum, with persecution serving as God’s mark. The examples of the Israelites, whose election by God and suffering are compared to the modern faithful, and of the early Christian martyrs, who are the spiritual ancestors of the persecuted community, are plentiful in the works of both Crespin and Chandieu. Though the Israelites were condemned and punished for their temporary fall into idolatry, the identification with them nevertheless served to form the impression of a type of “super-community” of God’s chosen, all of whom have suffered persecution.

Outside of the martyrologies, references to this “super-community” of sufferers exist in numerous places. One example is in Heinrich Bullinger’s sermon “De la fin du siècle, et du jugement à venir de notre Seigneur Jesus Christ.” Bullinger traced a history of the chosen ones, beginning with the persecution and enslavement of the Jews in Egypt, through the martyrdoms of the early Christians, up to the reign of the papacy which has engaged in “perpetual ambushes, cheating and torments.” Through tracing this lineage, Bullinger raised the ante for Protestants as he lists out the years of persecution: 200 years for the Jews in Egypt and 70 under the Babylonians, 300 years for the early Christians under the Romans, but 700 for the Church under the dominion of the papacy. Thus, he elevated the Protestants in terms of their suffering in relation to their predecessors.
As much as the notion of shared suffering identified this community, the construction of a shared history gave this new community grounding and a communal past from which they all might draw. The separation of the Catholic version of the history of the Church from the Reformed view was essential to this purpose. The Calvinist movement then needed to re-conceptualize the history of the Church. An essential part of this history was martyrdom, and while the Reform movement reclaimed and appropriated both the early Christian martyrs and martyrdom itself, it presented them both in a new light. Both Crespin and Chandieu referred to the early martyrs but explain how the Catholic Church corrupted their accounts. Both martyrologists then offered corrections restoring the martyrs to “the correct practice”[“leur droit usage”]. An additional example of the re-conceptualization of history is found in the French translation of 1564 of Tertullian’s *Letter to the Martyrs*. The translator and editor, Jean Saugrain, wrote in his prefatory Epistle that the age of confessors, as defined by the Catholics, never occurred and that the age of martyrs never ended, as the true church is always persecuted.

Up to this point, I have focused primarily on the ways in which the community was defined and identified through their collective suffering. There was, however, in the rhetoric of martyrdom from the 1560s onward, an increasing reference to the community as bound together as warriors of Christ. As the French Wars of Religion escalated after 1560, the rhetoric of martyrdom shifted from a passive form, of a didactic and emulative nature, to a rallying call. God was now called upon to avenge the blood of the innocents, and the prayers written for the Huguenot soldiers exhorted them to fight to the last drop of blood; to prefer death over the shame and humiliation of a betrayal of conscience.

Again, at the heart of this particular rhetoric were the martyrs, the “valiant champions, who have been through their battles, and by their death surmounted all afflictions, who are remarkably useful and necessary.” Whereas martyrs had been described occasionally prior to 1560 as “champions” of God—individual warriors who fight for His cause very much in the image of the medieval champion representing his king—this martial imagery began to be applied to the community in general, even by the martyrs themselves, sometime around 1560. The combat of the martyr became the battle of the faithful. For example, martyr Claude Monier (d. 1561) addressed his brethren:

> Up, then, my warrior comrades, to the attack! Courage, soldiers, courage! March hardly! Do not fear them! They are not people for us, for Jesus Christ our captain has defeated them all. The hope for His victory will serve to arm our head. Let us
not forget our shield, which is to have a living faith, powerful and virtuous, to ward off the blows of our enemies. Watch lest the sword slip from our hands, this blade of the Holy Spirit that cuts on both edges, which is that living word of God that pierces hearts and souls and thoughts and intentions.37

In another letter, martyr Geoffry Guerin (1558) wrote: “under the protection and defense of [the Church] we must all fight, like true champions and soldiers faithful to our captain.”38 The reformers also referred to the community in terms of this martial imagery. Jean L’Espine exhorted:

Let us also realize that it is not a great honor for a Christian if, when he departs this world to return to Heaven to see his Father, he does not bring Him his shield, which is faith, and his lance, which is the word, and all the rest of his arms, red and stained, both with his own blood and with that of the enemies of the Church, for there is no order of knighthood more beautiful.39

This image of the community existed concomitantly with the “community of suffering,” which, like the martyrs, did not lose its significance or efficacy even as the Huguenots went on the offensive in the civil wars. Nevertheless, as the movement became increasingly frustrated, culminating in the Conspiracy of Amboise (1560) and the outbreak of open war in 1562, the “community of suffering” underwent a subtle transformation from passive endurers to active militants on a number of levels.

Whether united in suffering or battle, the identity of the community of the faithful was defined through the rhetoric of martyrdom. The survival of this community depended on its solidarity and the outward expressions of faith that bound it together. The martyrologies and martyrological narratives provided exemplars for the community and created both a new vision of the past and a social memory. They united the persecuted and victorious martyrs with the living community, and provided a common bond among the faithful. This was a community whose fate depended not only on the physical survival of its members but also on their unambiguous adherence to the doctrines of the faith—regardless of the consequences.

**Anti-Nicodemism and Community: Calvin and Viret**

A relationship exists between the martyrologies and the anti-Nicodemite discourses. Not only did they both present martyrs as exemplars of proper behavior,40 but they also addressed similar issues and concerns: offering consolation and instruction to those living in hostile territories, extolling the triumph of the soul over the desires of the flesh, emphasizing the importance of oral confessions of the faith, and defining the community of the faithful and their responsibility to God. In essence the anti-Nicodemite
texts use the same language of responsibility and sacrifice, of creating a separate community based not upon the traditional ties of parish and family but upon the cross that the faithful must bear as God’s chosen. They had a responsibility to God to uphold the cross unambiguously and to confess the faith even while suffering persecution:

The avoidance of this cross, in the form of Nicodemism, had repercussions within the community of the faithful, according to Calvin and Viret. This avoidance and its impact on the community became the topic of numerous treatises written in the vernacular by them (e.g. intended for a popular audience) beginning in the 1540s, the period in which the French state began its active pursuit and persecution of Protestants within its boundaries.41

These reformers imbued a type of social consciousness in the choices made by the faithful in light of the negative repercussions, as they perceived them, brought upon the community by the actions of the Nicodemites. In other words, just as the rhetoric of martyrdom created a sense of community among the faithful, the anti-Nicodemite treatises reflected a concern for this community, calling upon its members to acknowledge their responsibility not only to God but to the community itself when negotiating the hazards of persecution and living “among the papists.”

The Huguenots had three choices when confronted with persecution: going into exile, remaining and risking martyrdom, and dissimulating (i.e. “playing the good Catholic”).42 Exile meant the loss of goods, property, and possibly family, while death or imprisonment could result from remaining and openly professing the faith. Nicodemism, then, appeared to be a pragmatic option. Nicodemite arguments, as described by Calvin and Viret, supported simulation on a number of grounds.43 The major justification for Nicodemism involved the distinction between inner intention and outer conformity. External adherence to Catholicism mattered little if interior faith (e.g. Calvinist) remained true. This would justify attendance at Mass or other “idolatrous” behavior. By externally conforming while remaining faithful in one’s heart, the Nicodemite could avoid suffering persecution. Calvin’s and Viret’s attacks point to a second important Nicodemite argument that dealt with the very real survival of the church in France: by staying underground and not exposing themselves to persecution and martyrdom, the church could continue to grow and strengthen rather than be decimated.

Whereas both Calvin and Viret expressed sympathy for the suffering of the French community and their situation, they both nevertheless demanded that the faithful abstain from idolatry in any form, whether through removing oneself from the territory or refusing to participate in any
Catholic rites or rituals. While Calvin was not the first reformer to write on the subject, he was certainly one of the most prolific. He spent a great amount of time on this issue from the 1540s on, coinciding with the stepped up persecution of Protestants in France. Indeed, almost all his work on the subject addressed the Huguenots.

It is in the *Excuse de Jehan Calvin* that Calvin first used the term “Nicodemite,” though in this work he used many of the same arguments and images as he does in the earlier *Petit traicté*. Here Calvin refined his definition of Nicodemite, breaking it down into four categories. (Previously, in the *Petit traicté*, he had broadly defined those whom he would later call Nicodemites as those who “simulate.”) His four main types consisted of false evangelists who claim to preach the gospel, but are concerned more for their positions; evangelists at court, and the ladies that patronize them, who take the Gospel too lightly; those who treat Christianity as a philosophy; and, finally, the common folk and merchants who dissimulate out of fear and weakness of the flesh.

Viret’s most comprehensive work on anti-Nicodemism is a collection of five treatises entitled *Traitez divers*, published in 1559, consisting of one original and four previously published treatises. His definition of the Nicodemite was less precisely outlined than Calvin’s, and the “sin” more sympathetically presented. Viret divided the Nicodemites into two categories: those who mislead purposely, and the commoners who fall prey out of weakness. Viret referred to the former as “advocates and procurers,” who have created a “pernicious doctrine” and lead men astray through sly arguments. He essentially equated them to Satan or servants thereof, who convince men that dissimulation is but a small sin.

While Calvin saw no difference in degree or sinfulness among his Nicodemites, Viret reserved his vitriol for those who preached Nicodemism, and his pity for those who succumbed. Viret was much more understanding and less judgmental than Calvin toward the common folk who “succumb to the weakness of the flesh.” Viret himself questioned whether he would be able to remain constant if he lived under the same conditions as the persecuted Huguenots. And unlike Viret, Calvin’s black and white stance on the issue earned him accusations of being unreasonable and unsympathetic from both his sixteenth-century audience and modern historians.

Regardless of the differences in the degree of sympathy they expressed, both reformers expended much ink and time to counter Nicodemite arguments. Whereas Calvin’s works after the *Petit traicté* were chiefly attacks on Nicodemism, Viret’s were more consolatory and instructional; but his message was no less uncompromising or demanding than
Calvin’s. His sympathy was for the suffering, but it did not extend to the excuses and arguments put forth by Nicodemites (especially those who preached compromise from the pulpit) which he refuted with all the vehemence expressed by Calvin. The severity of their admonitions and the sheer number of pages they dedicated to the issue testifies to both their frustration and the pervasiveness of Nicodemism.\textsuperscript{55}

The number of anti-Nicodemite treatises aside from Calvin’s and Viret’s is quite large, the most important of these being \textit{Le Temporiseur} (originally published in Latin in 1549 as \textit{Proscaerus}, then in French in 1550), by Wolfgang Musculus. Its four dialogues addressed the main arguments of Nicodemism, namely conformity out of fear. The text was reproduced in numerous editions and languages.\textsuperscript{56} The French translation contains an important anti-Nicodemite collection: the pamphlet \textit{Conseilz et Advis de Plusieurs grands & doctes personnages sus la même matière contenue au précédent Livre du Temporiseur} (published independently in 1565), comprised of numerous epistles and excerpts from previously published anti-Nicodemite tracts that offer consolation and advice. The contributors include: Oecolampade, Melanchthon, Bucer, Peter Martyr, Calvin, Simon Sultzer, Jean Lason, Bernardin Ochim, Celius Secondus, Viret, Martin Borrahus, Oswald Mycone, and Zwingli. Nicodemism was of great concern, then, to a number of reformers. Each reformer advocated the same uncompromising stance on the importance of oral confessions of faith and abstention from idolatry. It is important to note here that the editor of the \textit{Conseilz et Advis}, Jean Saugrain, was also the editor of the French translation of Tertullian’s \textit{To the Martyrs} and \textit{Letter to Scapula}.

Nicodemism troubled these reformers on numerous levels. The threat Nicodemism posed to the individual’s soul was of great concern. Viret especially paid much attention to the suffering of individuals, and to how fear and pain could lead to Nicodemism. But even here, both Viret and Calvin pointed out how the weakness of an individual could threaten the community as a whole. Both reformers wrote considerably on the individual’s responsibility to God and the rewards that would be attained for faithfulness, and concomitantly the spiritual penalties for idolatry. However, the survival of the Reform movement in France hinged upon the resolve and congregational discipline of the community. Hence from 1540 on, the community of the faithful, not just the individual believer, became a focal point for the leaders of the Reform as the Huguenot struggled for survival.

Calvin and Viret had similar interpretations of what the community was, and its significance. On a practical level, Calvin saw “community” in its traditional sense: made of neighbours and households.\textsuperscript{57} While this
interpretation held true in areas like Geneva, where the faithful could live and worship together without the pressure of persecution or the yoke of a Catholic state, it did not serve well the community in France. There, his association of the “community” with the “church of the faithful” was more applicable. Calvin and Viret both insisted on the separateness of this community from that of the idolaters, and the maintenance of its purity. Hence, the community in France for both reformers was based on faith: the community was the faithful. Calvin and Viret emphasized the importance not just of the individual worshipping God properly, but also of the entire community. This, Calvin claimed, was his intention in writing on Nicodemism: “For I can truthfully protest, before God and his angels, that my intention is no other than to obtain, insofar as I am able, that we should all serve God together purely.”

The proper edification of the community was a theme expressed throughout both reformers’ texts on Nicodemism. Each member of the community had a responsibility to provide a good example for their neighbour. “It is to give no cause to our neighbour to be displeased with us, to give him no poor example, and to neither say nor do anything that would corrupt him.” This example involved confessing the faith and avoiding idolatry in any form. Both reformers postulated that proper worship and confession of the faith by individuals had a positive impact on the community, thus fortifying it.

The Nicodemite, on the contrary, provided a bad example for the community, infecting it with “a venom so powerful and so dangerous that one must draw back from it as far as possible.” One particular type of Nicodemite not only infected them, but actively tried to corrupt them and so lead them into the same sin: “Moreover he moves us to induce others to dissemble.” Calvin also described these particular simulators as bad influences on the community, as they “induce others, by their example, to idolatry.” Both Reformers, then, refer to Calvin’s first type of Nicodemite (or according to Viret a type of “Satan”): those who claim to preach the Gospel, but nevertheless cling to idolatry.

There is also the example of those within the community who dissimulated by attending Mass and thus induced others by their example to do the same: do they think that “they do not scandalize the weak, by giving them a poor example or by giving them doubts and scruples that they do not know how to resolve?” In an analysis of 1 Corinthians, Calvin discusses how Paul relates the communal impact of someone who “quibblingly pretend[s] innocence of conscience” and commits idolatry so that
they invite them [neighbours], by their example, to do the same things; and they do them, not because they understand them to be lawful, but because they see an authority in the individual whom they imitate, though he is acting not only with a doubtful, but an opposing conscience. 66

It was through such passages as these that Calvin instilled a communal dimension into the choice made by the individual. Calvin believed any Nicodemite behavior on the part of individuals to be just as detrimental to the health of the community as that of those who actively proselytize its arguments. But it was not just the community’s spiritual soundness that was threatened by dissimulation. The wrong choice by an individual could also jeopardize the communal, physical well-being by provoking God’s ire upon both the righteous and idolaters together: 67

And it is no small thing to give a poor example to one’s neighbours, to confirm the ignorant in their error and to trouble the weak or to scandalize them. But when with all this we add an impudence, and like shameless whores we set our own mouths on fire in order to say that we have done nothing wrong, that is to despise God openly and as if with deliberate intent to provoke Him to combat, and to arm Him to take His vengeance on us. 68

The individual then had a responsibility beyond his own salvation to the welfare of them all.

The physical threat to the community posed by the Nicodemites took on another form in the thoughts of Calvin and Viret. According to Viret, the Nicodemite, in going along with the idolaters, not only posed a bad example for the faithful but also confirmed the “idolaters” (Catholics’) superstitions and hardened them in their errors by not showing them the right way. 69 In doing so, the Nicodemite betrayed the faithful, condemning them to further persecution, and even causing the deaths of others:

And what is more, we [who might embrace Nicodemism] inflame the fury of tyrants, and we betray our brothers, and we are oftentimes the cause that they are put to death. For if we were to declare ourselves openly, or at least if we did nothing to approve the false religion of the idolaters, we would sow confusion among them, where now we confirm them in their error and tyranny and arm them with our authority against our brothers. 70

Calvin described this issue a bit differently and less clearly. Though the Nicodemites might not bring down persecution upon themselves, “they nourish all idolatry with their dissembling, become the reason that the necks of some men are broken and that others are wounded grievously, and that some are butchered and others are lamed, or stray from the right
road.” The decision to simulate, then, was infused with responsibility for the physical harm of others.

Calvin also countered the argument put forth by the Nicodemites that they simulate so as to lessen the danger of persecution and help the Church to grow, otherwise it will perish. Calvin argued that if we all simulate as they do, “the countries where God has planted many seeds would remain a desert.” In other words the seed of the church, the martyrs, who cause the church to grow, will cease to be produced, and the church will fade. Calvin and Viret contrasted the constancy and sacrifice of the martyr with the “scandalousness” of the Nicodemite. Just as the martyr is the source of augmentation of the faith, they argued, the Nicodemite will cause it to decrease. In equating the situation of the early Christians to that of his time, Viret admonished, “If they had been as afraid for their skins as we are, the Christian religion would not have grown so much in so little time.” Calvin also argued that without the early Christian martyrs’ willingness to suffer, and to withstand Nicodemite arguments, there would never have been a Christian Church.

The forbearance of persecution and suffering in the name of the Gospel was a prominent theme in both the martyrological accounts and the anti-Nicodemite texts. This “cross,” which defined the community as chosen by God, was rejected by the Nicodemite. Both Calvin and Viret agreed to some extent with the Nicodemite argument that if God sends persecution, then it must be borne in patience, but it is good to avoid it as much as possible. However, both reformers qualified this. Viret associated some suffering and sacrifice with the believer’s responsibility to God: that to be a true Christian one must endure. To support this argument he cited Luke 14: “And he who would like to be my disciple must renounce himself and he must carry every day His cross on his shoulders, and he must follow me.” The willingness to suffer for God’s truth was essential to being a good Christian.

Calvin’s strongest assertion of this theme can be found in the second of the Quatre sermons, “Exhortation à souffrir persecution pour suyvre Iesus Christ et son Evangile.” The corpus of the Quatre sermons is essentially an anti-Nicodemite text, exhorting the faithful to avoid idolatry in the first sermon, asserting the importance of external worship and church discipline in the third, and extolling the privilege to hear freely the Gospel preached (i.e. an argument for exile). The second sermon, however, is a specific argument for the responsibility of the faithful to endure suffering if it means upholding God’s honour in the face of idolatry and superstition. Calvin, like Viret, described the path that Christians must tread to be full of suffering:
Although it may seem rough to us at first glance, we must content ourselves with this word of Saint Paul (1 Thess. 3:3) that we are called upon and created to suffer, since he said that the condition of our Christianity is such that we must travel by this road if we want to follow Jesus Christ.  

Suffering, then, was a mark of the true church and of God’s chosen ones: “Saint Paul shows us by his own example that we have to glorify ourselves with the stigmata of Christ, which are the marks by which God recognizes us and acknowledges us as his own.” Additionally, Calvin stated that God uses persecution to discover which are his faithful. The acceptance of suffering, in this and other anti-Nicodemite texts, was a key ingredient in defining God’s faithful, just as it was in the general rhetoric of martyrdom.  

Suffering martyrdom, however, was not for everyone. Whereas Calvin and Viret extolled martyrdom as it edified of the faithful and embodied true Christianity, neither advocated martyrdom wholesale. One must be willing to suffer even to the end in defense of God’s honour, but it must be done carefully and correctly. Confessions were to be made with “Christian modesty,” and martyrdom was not to be sought out. Both acknowledged how foreign martyrdom was to human nature, and to that extent, Calvin and Viret counselled exile as the most realistic response to the persecution. If one was forced to stay due to weakness or circumstances that could not be overcome, then they recommended steadfastness. Viret, in particular, consoled those who could not “attain to this high grade and to the Christian perfection of the….” Instead, he offers, “let us be secret disciples with Nicodemus and with Joseph of Arimathea. And if we do not show ourselves clearly, let us at least not do anything that would dishonor Jesus Christ, and let us not agree with his adversaries by sharing at the table of the devils.”  

He qualified this concession, though, with the demand that those who must do this must also confess their weakness to God and beg for his forgiveness. Viret’s sentiments are echoed in Calvin’s Petit traicté, though Calvin added, at the end of his recommendation, that “the glory of God, which is what is at question here, should be more precious to us than this fallen and transitory life, which, to speak truly, is no more than a shadow.”  

The choices of the faithful persecuted in France were not simply a matter that affected the individual. Reformers such as Viret and Calvin imbued these decisions with a social consciousness. Choice of behavior had communal repercussions: ranging from providing bad examples and leading others to the same sin, through bringing God’s ire upon them all or physical harm upon others, to undermining the efforts of the martyrs. Just as the martyr supported and edified the community through his suffering and sacrifice to uphold the Gospel, so the Nicodemite damaged and subverted it.
Conclusion

The breakdown of a community is often based upon difference; the creation and identification of a community, upon similarity. With the rise of Protestantism in France in the 1530s, the old institutions of Catholicism that bound the community together were challenged. Reformers insisted that the faithful abstain from any and all forms of "idolatry." In doing so, they attempted to create a separate community, one that was "pure" and untainted.

From the 1540s on, as the repression of "heresy" by the state and hostility from the predominantly Catholic populace increased, the rhetoric of martyrdom took central stage. It reassured the faithful that persecution and suffering were the mark of the true Church. The new community, then, was bound not only by their common faith but by the shared experience of suffering and sacrifice. The rhetoric, through the martyrrologies and martyrological narratives, provided examples (to which all could relate) and representations that reinforced the notion that they all suffered for a common, righteous cause—counter to the accusations of blasphemy, heresy, and seduction put forth by the state. Martyrdom became a vehicle by which the Reform could re-conceptualize the past and create an interpretation of history (both ancient and contemporary) which would legitimate the new community. It was through the rhetoric of martyrdom that the Reform created a sense of universality, that the fight for which they all suffered transcended geography, time, and traditional hierarchies.

The imagery and language used in the anti-Nicodemite texts are specific examples of the rhetoric of martyrdom; they define and support a community based upon suffering and the fight against the superstitions and idolatry of their former community. Reformers such as Calvin and Viret considered it the responsibility of the faithful to support this new community rather than undermine it with human frailty or a desire for earthly comfort. To endure suffering for the cause was to bear the cross of Christ, and to avoid this cross was to deny him. The reformers imbued this argument with a social consciousness, making the faithful aware of their responsibility not only to God, but to the community as well. This was done through the same images, language, and symbols of the larger rhetoric of martyrdom.

The proper functioning of the community of the faithful was integral to the success of the Reform in the minds of many of its leaders. A shared faith, however, was not enough to psychologically and emotionally bind the persecuted community in France together. Thus, the rhetoric of martyrdom, which further defined the community through suffering, provided
the means by which the faithful could make sense of a world of violence and dislocation.
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